


The partnership and co-creation of existing companies 
and startups is integral to our future. This partnership 
of 1+1 will be significantly greater than 2.
__

Raman Roy
Chairman, NASSCOM
at AISS Inaugural
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ABOUT DSCI
Data Security Council of India (DSCI) is a premier
industry body on data protection in India, setup by 
NASSCOM®, committed to making the cyberspace 
safe, secure and trusted by establishing best practices, 
standards and initiatives in cyber security and privacy. 
DSCI works together with the Government and their 
agencies, Law Enforcement Agencies, industry sectors 
including IT-BPM, BFSI, Telecom, industry associations, 
data protection authorities and think tanks for public 
advocacy, thought leadership, capacity building and 
outreach initiatives. 

For more information, visit: www.dsci.in
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DSCI was instituted to promote Cyber Security and Data Protection in India and it continues to lead 
Industry initiatives, stakeholder engagement and policy deliberations on these twin priorities.
NASSCOM-DSCI Annual Information Security Summit (AISS) continues to scale and innovate to make it 
the definitive security summit in the country.

The 12th edition of AISS was inaugurated by Mr. Raman Roy, Chairman, NASSCOM where he stressed 
upon collaboration and nurturing start-ups. The three day agenda entailed sessions in various forms 
and formats on the areas of Innovation & Entrepreneurship, Cognitive Security, Digital Payments, 
Capacity Building, Malware/APTs, Product Security & DevSecOps, Resilience & Breach Response, Data 
Protection/GDPR and more.

Over the years, AISS has drawn an increasing number of active participants and eminent speakers. 
With 70+ sessions, 150+ speakers and 800+ participants, AISS 2017 brought forward a wide range of 
issues and enabled a comprehensive view of the privacy and security domain. CTF Hackathon,
Security debate & Skills Town Hall were the new additions this year whereas Innovation Box &
Segamathon surpassed their previous versions. Additionally, DSCI Excellence Awards 2017 received 
maximum nominations till date and was presided by an eclectic line of jury for all categories.

Year 2017 witnessed technology exhibition showcase from over 40 technology and solution
providers including 15 cyber security start-ups. I would like to extend my gratitude to all the
sponsors and partners for making AISS 2017, truly an industry’s premier Cyber Security event where 
India meets for Security.

DSCI team is excited to present the AISS 2017 report to the Cyber Security fraternity of the country 
and global leaders. The report is an attempt to succinctly capture the highlights of the Summit and 
showcase the confluence of stakeholders that partook in this Industry driven and led platform. We 
sincerely hope this report makes for an interesting read and the DSCI team would be happy to receive 
comments and valuable insights on any aspect of the event for future.

Rama Vedashree
CEO
Data Security Council of India (DSCI)

FOREWORD
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ABOUT AISS’17
The 12th edition of NASSCOM – DSCI Annual Information Security Summit [AISS] was held on 13th, 
14th & 15th of December 2017. AISS 2017 theme was crafted upon four building blocks namely:
Adapt & Act, Design & Build, Innovate & Automate, Step-up & Collaborate.

AISS serves as a unique platform to engage, deliberate and extend the cyber security paradigm to 
greater heights. It’s a confluence of security thought leaders and rich content insights to emancipate 
the possibilities and opportunities of the cyber world. The 2017 agenda focussed beyond technology 
know-hows to inspire actions and change the way people approach security.

AISS 2017 focussed on Innovation & Entrepreneurship, Cognitive Security, Digital Payments, Capacity 
Building, Malware/APTs, Product Security & DevSecOps, Resilience & Breach Response, Data
Protection/GDPR and more. It witnessed participation from diverse industry sectors, decision makers, 
leaders and influencers, policy makers, government, law enforcement officers and think tanks. The 
summit provided an opportunity for gaining the mindshare of the security community professionals, 
network with security decision-makers and influencers, engage people from various sectors,
demonstrate capabilities and develop business opportunities and relationships.

With 70+ sessions, 150+ speakers and 800+ participants, AISS 2017 hosted plenaries, debates,
keynotes, visionary talks, in-depth workshops, parallel tracks, focus group meetings and round tables 
showcasing rich security driven deliberations and call for action.

Other highlights included ‘SEGAMATHON- Security Gamification Hackathon’, Innovation Box, AR VR
Experience Zone, Technology Expo and Skills Town Hall. The Summit as always, hosted the annual 
DSCI Excellence Awards to recognize best practices adopted by the Industry, exemplary work carried 
out in the field of security and privacy, and rewarded visionary leaders. H
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WORKSHOP
Boosting your SOC with Automation, Orchestration
and Cyber-Simulation

WORKSHOP
Cyber Security of Critical Information
Infrastructure Systems

WORKSHOP
Secure Clouds are Happy Clouds

WORKSHOP
Product Security/DevSecOps

WORKSHOP
Essence of Cryptology
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APT Attacks & Malware Analysis
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

Boosting your SOC with Automation, Orchestration 
and Cyber-Simulation
Sponsored by Cyber bit
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Visibility into the network is one of the concerns, especially when systems and networks are 
being created on the go. Factors such as cloud, segmented networks, transition from cen-
tralised to decentralised model contribute to the core challenge.

Increasingly, threat actors are automating their work, sharing information about targets and 
attack techniques, and collaborating and orchestrating massive targeted attacks together. 
The volume and complexity of attacks is rising rapidly.

There is certainly a need for transition from traditional SOCs to next generation SOCs which 
entail automation of IR processes and also elements like Machine Learning.

The line between Threat Intelligence & Incident Response is getting blurred. There are mul-
tiple threat intelligence feeds that are come in today but the challenge lies in deriving value 
from these feeds. Also, threat hunting is emerging as an important concept in what some 
people are nowadays calling Cyber Defence Centres (the next generation SOCs).

The important question to be asked is are we able to keep pace with the massive number of 
use cases that are getting generated and are we performing the Risk Assessment for these 
use cases.

Looking at the three buckets of Automation of SOC processes, Orchestration & Investigation. 
Critical recurring incidents are being automated. Runbook and playbook automation are 
being done. Also, good amount of Orchestration is being done as far as integrated SOCs are 
concerned. From investigation standpoint, there isn’t much momentum as the focus is still on 
Detection & Response.

WORKSHOP
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

Secure Clouds are Happy Clouds
Sponsored by PaloAlto Networks
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Security of cloud operations is of paramount importance for end user organizations and 
cloud providers. The security imperatives need to be considered holistically.

Network security designs for cloud security need to incorporate architecture of supply chain 
organizations.

The critical cloud security imperatives are, but not limited to, management of multitenancy 
risks, container security, activity governance, establishing visibility, segmentation strategies, 
security testing, check on misconfigurations and instrumentation of workload.

Managing security risks in public cloud is getting complex day-by-day. Early identification, 
categorization and mitigation of public cloud security risks is becoming a necessity.

Public cloud security risks which warrants prioritization are such as integration with other 
environments, identification of personal data, attestation, adequacy on security, ease on
extraction of data, contingency plan and contractual changes due to jurisdictions, etc.

Considerations which requires chief information security officer’s attention from cloud
security perspective are, but not limited to, establishing base of IAM, identifying critical
exposure points, standardized data formats, defining data ownerships in contracts, cross 
region movement approvals and control policies.

WORKSHOP
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

Cyber Security of Critical Information Infrastructure 
Systems
Sponsored by McAfee - Acpl
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The cyber security of critical information infrastructure systems in the age of industries 4.0 
may require a new set of strategies in upcoming times.

The key to protecting CII systems starts from alignment between Operational Technology 
(OT) and Information Technology (IT) systems. The framework to align OT and IT systems 
consist of elements such as, semantic integration supported by research, building
foundation, eliminating risks via governance model and leveraging data to transform
business use case etc.

The real challenge to secure CII systems is to distinguish between myths and realities of
cyber security of CII. Few myths which may not need enterprise’s attention are, but not
limited to, OT risks are same as IT risks, IT and OT cannot have a single cyber security
strategy, IT cyber security design may suffice for OT systems, air gap method is dead, and 
one cannot use off-the-shelf capabilities for securing OT systems.

The top challenges of securing CII systems are:
• Availability
• Secure Transfer of Information
• Legacy products deployed 
• Increased IP & Remote connectivity inside ICS Environment 
• Adoption of standardized operating systems and technologies
• Dealing with advance persistent threats
• Improper zoning and patch managements

The gamut of OT security capabilities is expanding. Few notables security capabilities which 
have emerged recently are in the areas such as discovery, anomaly detection, baseline
monitoring, secure routing, behaviour profiling of devices and unidirectional security
gateways, etc.

WORKSHOP
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

Product Security/DevSecOps

Sponsored by Checkmarx
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It is important to know where the issues in code are during development or upgrade itself. 
Source code analysis tools help any organization to reduce fix time for application security 
issues. 3-5% of entire effort and budget of application development should go into security 
testing.

70-75% incidents are happening at the application layer. Awareness about OWASP top 10 
vulnerabilities, security testing tools and technologies is required if an organization is
developing customer centric application.

Trainings, conferences and other security awareness related events should be conducted. 
They help in spreading awareness about latest security issues and vulnerabilities.

Security controls should be implemented in an application based on the type of application 
being developed. It’s easier to fix development related vulnerabilities but architecture related 
or requirements related vulnerabilities are hard to fix.

A good secure code analysis makes it harder for malicious actors to hack into the application. 
SAST tools helps in finding and fixing more than 80% of vulnerabilities that are due to poorly 
written code and pre-mature optimization.

Security decisions should be distributed to those who have highest level of context. E.g. 
someone responsible in development and operations team can take security decisions.

Developers should not be exposed to too many interfaces. Developers should treat security 
defects with same priority as functional defects.

IAST is a combination of approaches between DAST and RASP (run-time application self-
protect). It is considered to be the future of application security. The market for IAST and 
open source analysis is set to grow in future than DAST as it takes much longer to identify 
issues than IAST and open source analysis.

WORKSHOP
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

Essence of Cryptology

Workshop by DSCI
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The primitives of cryptology consists of design principles of cryptosystem, symmetric
cryptography, asymmetric cryptography (RSA, AES), stream, block cipher, and knowledge 
demo of openssl.

The design of a cryptosystem is driven by the continuous effort of encrypting and decrypting 
a cryptosystem.

Few examples of cryptology usage in our daily lives include cases like encryption of 
WhatsApp messages, RFID tags, bank transaction, access control in offices, etc.

The evolution of Cryptology can be witnessed from Caeser cipher to cryptocurrency, smart 
cities and quantum computing along with some of the attacks on the cryptosystem itself. The 
role of cryptology in the world of IoT can be seen in the form of smart contracts, smart cars, 
buildings, etc.

There are various inverse applications of cryptology as well, like ransomwares (Wannacry) 
which lead to mass shut down of organizations, hospitals and impacted the whole world to a 
large extent.

The integration of confidentiality and usability for sharing files that may be restrictive in na-
ture within an organizational setting can be seen as one of the business use cases of cryptol-
ogy.

WORKSHOP
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APT Attacks & Malware Analysis

HANDS-ON 
WORKSHOP

APT Attacks & Malware Analysis was a hands-
on workshop where participants got to know 
about the latest Advanced Persistent Threats 
through simulation describing steps taken by 
attackers to achieve success during attacks.

The workshop included simulation of the real 
world network with VPS servers and attackers 
trying different evading techniques to be suc-
cessful in grabbing sensitive information from 
the target and eventually getting a persistent 
access.

The workshop included the following 
learnings for the attendees:
• Interactive hands-on training with live 
example and simulation of attacks.

• Understanding how to use existing 
defence-in-depth products effectively.

• Understanding the Indicators of
Compromise (IOC) more professionally.

• Learning to monitor the latest attack 
vectors and able to simulate the same 
before they hit.

• Learning how to be 100% resilient 
to any kind of 0-day / state sponsored 
attacks.

• Knowing how to implement defences 
and rules to tackle the attacks in earlier 
stages.
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Right to Privacy while the country is becoming 
data rich
…What it means for a nation and businesses

Future of Crime
…How the world of crime & crime investigation 
would be shaped in the digital age
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SESSION TAKEAWAYS

Right to Privacy while the country is becoming
data rich
…What it means for a nation and businesses
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Right to Privacy would play a major role in increasing Internet-enabled businesses and
enterprises, as well as financial inclusion and extensive use of Internet-based services in daily 
life. The Government of India has also sought to tap into this transformative potential of
digitization through the Digital India Initiative. Envisaging delivery of a host of welfare
services and to foster an environment of digital literacy and awareness.

The Government of India constituted a Committee of Experts (Data Protection Committee) 
under the chairmanship of Justice Shri Krishna to draft a Data Protection law that ensures 
growth of digital economy while securing the privacy of citizens. The committee has the task 
of devising a solution for this conundrum. The complexity of the problem arises from the 
wide array of stakeholders it impacts.

The new framework should provide impetus and incentives for increasing investments and 
innovation, enabling India to reach its digital potential.  It should suggest the use of privacy 
enhancing technologies to ensure that during the process of economic growth, the interests 
of an individual to protect their privacy are not left behind.

In India, the state uses personal data and highly sensitive personal data for various
e-governance purposes such as the targeted delivery of social welfare benefits, planning and 
implementation of schemes. The collection, use and storage of this data is carried out
routinely and on a large scale. A Data protection law would need to incorporate safeguards 
to ensure transparency and security.

here is a growing concern of citizens regarding the threat of data breach, mishandling of 
personal information, or other security risks. Further, the necessity for citizens to place their 
trust and personal data with State agencies and programs highlights the need to define and 
maintain the parameters to safeguard that information according to the highest standards 
and practices.

PLENARY
SESSION
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SESSION TAKEAWAYS

Future of Crime
…How the world of crime & crime investigation would 
be shaped in the digital age

1
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3
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The human race stands at the crossroads with numerous questions such as but not limited 
to: (I) Do we need to be afraid of techno-utopia? (II) How do we decipher the darker
underbelly of future criminal societies? (III) What happens if the technology we marvel at, 
goes into wrong hands? (IV) Are we ready for Robo-Apocalypse?

Hackers have already started to work on hacking life by cracking DNA codes, as if it’s an
operating system, through which one would be able to print bio-viruses and build
personalized bio-weapons. It is also believed that in the information age, with more
connections, we are getting exposed to more vulnerabilities, resulting in the situation ‘if you 
control the code, you control the future’.

Technological evolution has gifted our world with uncountable possibilities. Every new
technology or innovation has its detrimental flip side but still we fail to imagine how they can 
be used against us. At the same time, criminals are canny enough to understand the
emerging technology landscape and leverage it for their benefits. This warrants deliberations 
on the landscape of probable future crimes which may haunt us in upcoming times.

The dissection of future of crimes may prime us in understanding how future criminals may 
make use of technologies of tomorrow, including robotics, synthetic biology,
nanotechnology, virtual reality, and artificial intelligence. Humans need to prioritize their 
understanding regarding the future of crimes if they do not want to be exposed to a large set 
of risk and vulnerabilities.

PLENARY
SESSION
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NETWORKING @ AISS 2017
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Building the culture of
Security through Gaming

Cryptocurrency / 
Blockchain

Threat Hunting
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Cyber
Warfare
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Insecurity
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GAMING
THEMES
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Scenario based Hacking
Challenge



Web Application
Challenge

Network-based
Challenge

Forensics & Crypto
Challenge

Reverse Engineering
Challenge

Scenario based Hacking
Challenge

KEY THEMES

For the first time, DSCI organised 
a Hackathon namely, Capture 
the flag (CTF).

It was an information security 
exercise/drill composed of
various challenges to promote 
cyber security.

The challenges were based on 
5 broad themes which could be 
conducted both ways in
Attack-Defence mechanism.

15 SHORTLISTED
TEAMS

HACKATHON WINNERS

TEAM
PYRAMIDTEAM

DEFMAX TEAM
WARRIORS

3322 11
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Endpoints Regaining Attention of Security:  Focus on
Detection and Response
… Evolution of Endpoint Protection Platforms (EPP), their
imperatives in security architectures

Strategic Thinking for Security
… Exercising your options to manage complexity,
diversity, agility, quantum, and scalability of challenges

Protecting the Workload moving on Cloud
… How to secure dynamic distribution of workload on
on-prim & cloud?

5G is coming
… Let’s decipher the Security underneath it

Nuances of Mobile Technologies: How can Digital 
Payments leverage them?

Critical capabilities for securing IoT paradigm
… At level of hardware, chipset, protocol, connectivity, 
asset, authentication, network & application

Blockchain for Cyber Security
… Demonstrating Use Cases … How security problems are 
solved using Blockchain
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Endpoints Regaining Attention of Security: Focus on Detection and
Response
… Evolution of Endpoint Protection Platforms (EPP), their imperatives in security
architectures

The contemporary security concerns of enterprises such 
as, how to ensure a Secured endpoint ecosystem, how to 
think effective cloud security and finally how to manage the 
complexity of your organization’s security environment by 
developing a Strategic Thinking for Security, were
deliberated in this particular track. Experts and thought 
leaders got together to critically analyse the concerns and 
best practices around the aforementioned topics.

SESSION TAKEAWAYS
1

Endpoints are back in focus because malicious actors reach consolidated data points through 
the endpoints. The balance between functionality and security on endpoints is now shifting 
towards security rather than functionality. Endpoints are transitioning to containers and 
dockers.

2
Today it has become essential to scan every aspect of a system (files, processes, memory 
etc.). A combination of signature based and behaviour based endpoint protection is required. 
It needs to be cost effective as well.

3
It’s too early to comment how successful machine learning in endpoint protection would be. 
ML cannot detect file-less malware. Any ML based endpoint protection software needs
constant internet connectivity. Behaviour analysis based endpoint protection software seem 
to be more promising than machine learning.

4
Malware are evolving as rapidly as new technology in endpoints. All bad behaviour is not
malicious. How will future endpoint protection software identify malicious bad behaviour 
from non-malicious bad behaviour is the question to be solved; for ex., a lapse on user’s part.

5
Consolidation of endpoint protection software into one solution will lead to better
performance and faster detection and response time. However, only endpoint protection is 
not sufficient to counter APT attacks.

ENTERPRISE
SECURITY

TRACK 
SESSIONS

Protecting the Workload moving on Cloud
… How to secure dynamic distribution of workload on on-prim & cloud?

1
The vast majority of businesses running on-prim infrastructure have either already moved on 
to the cloud or planning to move at least part of the infrastructure onto the cloud. It is
observed that there is a change in design patten in cloud and security design is a major 
aspect to it. Automatic and continuous compliance is a need and means to improve security 
posture of the cloud environment.

SESSION TAKEAWAYS
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2
Security is becoming an essential requirement for businesses and now it is a must to have
requirement than a good to have element. Security cannot be an afterthought when an
organization is starting their journey onto cloud. Security should be well thought of since
beginning and it should come by design. Security Design should be part of cloud design 
team.

3
On one hand, moving to cloud enhances organization’s agility for workload management, but 
on the other, it demands concerted efforts for managing security posture which require a 
separate strategy for its protection than the traditional one.

4
Clarity and visibility about criticality of the data is crucial to decide its security posture and 
also whether it should be there on-prim or on-cloud. However, due to compliance or busi-
ness need, some workload still needs to be there in-premise. There is still a need to have a
thorough Data classification model and inline security controls implemented in the
organization.

5
Securing data across its lifecycle is critical. It is highly important to have a deep and real-time 
visibility on data at various stages and dynamic distribution of workload on cloud which will 
help in strengthening the security posture of cloud.

Strategic Thinking for Security
… Exercising your options to manage complexity, diversity, agility, quantum, and scalability 
of challenges

1

2
Security discipline has to deal with many intrinsic and extrinsic drivers. Many macro
evolutions, which security managers have no control of, now shape the security posture. On 
the other hand, a small issue somewhere out in the organization leads to a larger
ramification.

SESSION TAKEAWAYS
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Strategic thinking for security and its application means protection of assets, improving 
preparedness, architecting solutions, selecting and applying controls or solutions managing 
baseline, identifying breaches, triggering response and reducing response time for
minimizing damage.

3

4

5

Addressing perennial threats can be achieved by observing business transformations,
monitoring technology adoption, assessing risk possibilities, hunting threats, and deploying 
intelligence for aligning solutions, adjusting architecture and refreshing protection profile.

Strategic thinking involves setting up policies, adhering to practices, conforming to the
standards and deploying processes for setting up rules and norms.

Such measures will help in improving compliance and providing assurance to consumers. 
Also, it will help in increasing productivity and organizing resources and efforts for sourcing 
newer services.



The technology track dealt with some of the key
technological developments in the Digital domain and the 
ramifications for the Cyber Security universe.
Advancements, sophistication & shifts were deliberated via 
intriguing use cases. Sessions in this track included 5G
Security, Machine Learning & Mobile technologies.

TECHNOLOGY
TRACK 

SESSIONS
5G is coming
… Let’s decipher the security underneath it

1
The 5G standard will offer towering benefits, such as enhanced speed and performance, 
lower latency, and better efficiency. But it will also come with risks. Vastly increased numbers 
of devices and an elevated use of virtualization and the cloud will equate to many more 5G 
security threats and a broader, multifaceted attack surface.

2 To realize a strong and healthy communications future, the industry needs to maintain a 
laser focus on 5G security.

3
New IT technologies, like virtualization and Software Defined Network (SDN)/Network Func-
tions Virtualization (NFV), are seen as a way to make 5G networks more nimble and efficient, 
yet less costly. While CT are happy to see IT injecting new vigour into their networks, new 
security concerns are emerging.

4
With the advances of mobile Internet, more and more vertical industries, including health 
care, smart home, and smart transport, will resort to 5G networks. As open network plat-
forms, 5G networks raise serious concerns on privacy leakage. In many cases, privacy leakage 
can cause serious consequences.

5
Security and privacy requirements are often seen as obstacles or burden in the system de-
sign but ignoring them in the beginning is not cost-efficient in the long run. Adding features 
afterwards is less effective and often more costly than including proper mechanisms from 
the beginning.

SESSION TAKEAWAYS

Nuances of Mobile Technologies: How can Digital Payments leverage 
them?

1
Certain financial initiatives at the national level such as licensing payments banks and de-
monetization and technology evolvement such as digital currency, have exploded the no. 
of digital payments and financial transactions on one hand and on the other have created 
lucrative business market.

SESSION TAKEAWAYS
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3 From a regulatory perspective, there is indeed a requirement for better response and
recovery framework.

4
Mobile is developing as the Customer interfacing and servicing channel. In our bit to create 
Digital First customers, sufficient focus must be given on enhanced connectivity, speed,
interoperability and of course the crucial element of Safety & Security

2
The stakeholders need to bear in mind that no one security solution is going to cater to all 
the requirements. An agile approach is what one needs to follow, i.e. keep monitoring the 
response, fraud rates across different platforms and keep on tuning your strategy.

The word innovation doesn’t have to be necessarily linked 
with path-breaking research and work going on in a
particular area. It could just as easily mean the optimization 
and streamlining of your strategy using simple yet effective 
means. With this rationale, the Innovation track of AISS
discussed issues of IOT Security, Block chain for Cyber
Security and the scope and future of Digital Forensics.

INNOVATION
TRACK 

SESSIONS
Critical capabilities for securing IoT paradigm
… At level of hardware, chipset, protocol, connectivity, asset, authentication, network &
application

1
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) uses cases underlying IoT architectural components such 
as protocols, networks, sensors, associated IT systems and gateways warrant robust cyber 
security architecture to achieve the objective of end to end protection.

2
The IoT landscape is changing at the blink of an eye and also the cyber threat landscape
associated with it. IoT devices are exposed to cyber-attacks such as denial of services,
identity theft, jamming, tampering, eavesdropping, side channel attacks, stolen encryption 
keys, devices acting as bots, etc.

3
The journey of secure implementation in IoT ecosystem warrants focused attention. Stages 
which need consideration from security and privacy aspect during implementation are
design, implementation, deployment, operations and disposal.

SESSION TAKEAWAYS
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5
It is important to critically analyse the way the Indian Banking industry has been embracing 
the digitization and innovation paradigm and also how the technology landscape is maturing. 
Supervised learning model where most of the process related queries require zero human 
intervention is becoming a practice. Also, mails are being out processed to language
processing engine. Trends such as these and many more are defining the digitization road-
map of the Banking domain.



5
Organizations need to take into consideration that next generation IoT devices need to be 
secured with techniques which may involve evaluation of context of transactions, application 
of dynamic authorization policies, leveraging registration authorities, deploying token based 
authentication and developing non-IP based device protection techniques, etc.

6
The conundrum of IoT cyber security is not confined only to the organizational boundaries. 
The problem statement is also applicable for the nations working towards building smart 
cities and towns.

Blockchain for Cyber Security
… Demonstrating Use Cases … How security problems are solved using Blockchain

SESSION TAKEAWAYS
1

The technology universe has started building an ecosystem around blockchain. The stack is 
growing day-by-day. This stack consists of, but not limited to, decentralized applications, new 
protocols to improve its performance or emergence of organizations based on it, etc.

2
Open, secure and decentralized, the technology can help effectively address multiple cyber 
security challenges. Organization may harness the potential of blockchains to counter the 
growing cyber security challenges in bold new ways – smarter, faster and with low cost.

3
Use cases of self-governing identity via blockchain delivers the following benefits such as 
authentication of transactions with multiple service providers with single ID, KYC verification 
without storing sensitive data, identity restoration by verifying claims from several witnesses, 
etc.

4
Blockchain may emerge as an alternative to document signing via replacing secrets with 
transparency, distributing evidence across numerous nodes and making it practically
impossible to manipulate the data without being caught.

5
Blockchain approach for storing DNS entries could improve security by removing single
target that hackers can attack to compromise the system.
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4
The architectural layer of IoT ecosystem which is of paramount importance are the protocols 
on which it operates and functions. The protocols such as MQTT, CoAP, ZigBee and
Bluetooth, etc., warrants distinctive cryptography techniques for its protection.



Despite elaborate safeguards, India’s EVMs are
vulnerable to serious attacks. Dishonest insiders or
other criminals with physical access to the machines
can insert malicious hardware that can steal votes for 
the lifetime of the machines.

India’s EVMs do not provide transparency, so 
voters and election officials have no reason to be 
confident that the machines are behaving
honestly. Hence it warrant to be subjected 
against bug-bounty.

The design of India’s EVMs rely entirely on 
the physical security of the machines and the 
integrity of election insiders. This seems to
negate many of the security benefits of using 
electronic voting in the first place.

Attackers with physical access
between voting and counting can
arbitrarily change vote totals and can 
learn which candidate each voter 
selected.

India should carefully reconsider how 
to achieve a secure and transparent 
voting system that is suitable to its 
national values and requirements.

The EVM software is so designed 
that it allows a voter to cast the vote 
only once. The vote can be recorded 
by a voter from the ballot unit only 
after the Presiding Officer enables 
the ballot unit from Control Unit.

Robust physical and cyber security con-
trols are already in place to thwart any 
attacks against EVMs. Open bug bounty 
may not be necessary as EVM is a critical 
asset of India and it requires protection 
with utmost confidentiality and integrity.

EVMs are randomized by computer software 
twice, once for allocation of machines to as-
sembly constituencies and second to polling 
stations in the presence of candidates or 
their representatives before they are distrib-
uted for use in individual polling stations.

Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail system (VVPAT) 
was introduced in 2013 to provide even greater 
transparency to the poll process. The VVPAT is an 
additional unit attached to the EVM, which prints 
a small slip of paper that carries the symbol, 
name and serial number of the candidate voted 
by Voter, which is visible for 7 (seven) seconds in 
the viewing window.

The machines are non-tamperable, both due to tech-
nological measures, and also due to strict administra-
tive and security procedures laid out by ECI, whereby 
no access to EVM/VVPAT is allowed to any unautho-
rized person. Hence, these are protected from any 
tampering/manipulation whether before the polls, 
during the polls, after the polls, in storage or transpor-
tation from manufacturer to the State/District or vice 
versa, or when transported from one state to another.

1

2

3

4

5

SECURITY DEBATE
SHOULD WE HAVE BUG BOUNTY FOR EVM?
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FINALISTS

On the sidelines of AISS, DSCI introduced a new recognition in the Product Segment namely, ‘DSCI 
Innovation Box’ in 2014 to encourage upcoming organizations and to build a favorable ecosystem for 
growth-led, sustainable business segments of security product and services companies in the country. 
Under this, we recognize the ‘Most Innovative Product of the Year’ in the domain of Cyber Security.

The objective of this initiative is to recognize, honor and reward organizations who come up with the 
most innovative security/privacy product to address real risks, build resilience, increase trustworthi-
ness and create a conducive environment for businesses; thus enabling organizations harness
security as a lever for business growth.

Adoroi Tech Ventures AppsPicket

Block Armour HaltDos

InstaSafe Kratikal Tech

Lucideus Technologies Primeauth

Security Brigade

Dr. Bindu Dey
Secretary,

Technology
Development

Board

Shiv Kumar
Pandey

CISO, BSE

Dr. Sanjay Bahl
Director General,

CERT-In

Venkat
Vallabhaneni

General Partner,
Parampara

Vishal Salvi
CISO & SVP,

InfosysJU
RY
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From Securing our Networks to Enabling Digital
Transformation of our Enterprises
Philippe Courtot
Chairman and CEO, Qualys

Securing IoT : Visibility as the Foundation
DAN LAMORENA
CISSP, Vice President Global Solutions,
ForeScout Technologies

KEYNOTES

Building the next generation cyber 2.0
DR. DEBU NAYAK
Chief Security Officer, HUAWEI

Future of Cyber Security – Cloud, Mobile, Threat 
Prevention
VENUGOPAL N
Director – System Engineering, Check Point

Security in digital payments to drive higher adoption

GAUTAM PANDE
Director – Market Product Management, MasterCard

Keynote Address by McAfee
ANAND RAMAMOORTHY
Managing Director, India and SAARC McAfee
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State of Application Security in India 2017

ASHISH TANDON
Founder & Chief Executive Officer, Indusface

Expand the Value of Security with Cognitive Systems
RAKESH KHARWAL
Country Manager India & South Asia, IBM Security

Trustworthiness in IoT Scenario
KAUSHIK SAHA
CTO, Samsung R & D Institute India - Delhi

Automotive Security
ADITYA KAKRANIA
Security Innovation

DDoS Mitigation in the Cloud
BEN HERZBERG
Research Group Manager, Imperva Inc

Current trends and best practices in the Data Erasure 
industry
FREDRIK FORSLUND
VP, Enterprise & Cloud Erasure Solutions, Blancco

KEYNOTES
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Potent & Wider attacks (WannaCry): Putting your Security 
at Test
… Vulnerabilities, patching, legacies, assets, backups,
recovery, operations, response, sharing & collaboration

Zero-days targeting Business Applications
… Malicious actors targeting renowned ERP
applications, worry for critical sectors

Making Deception Central in Managing Security
… Key strategy to contain sophisticated attacks deploying 
lateral movement techniques

Cyber Security framework for Smart Cities
… taking the leap from ideation to implementation

Security Innovation
… How the CISOs are responding?

Security at the Speed of Digitizing Business
… Imperatives of contextual, embedded, engineering
focused, intelligence driven & automated approach
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THREAT RESPONSE

GOVERNANCE & PREPAREDNESS

POLICY & COLLABORATION
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Potent & Wider attacks (WannaCry): Putting your Security at Test
… Vulnerabilities, patching, legacies, assets, backups, recovery, operations, response,
sharing & collaboration

1
Earlier this year, it became evident that targeted attacks is just one of the threats that
companies face. Massive global cyber-attacks, such as WannaCry and NotPetya / Petwrap 
ransomware, demonstrated how companies can be affected by cyber-attacks without even 
being in the direct cross-hairs of the perpetrator.

2
Indian organizations need to have a mutual trust relationship that would enable threat
information sharing. Though various platforms exist in India for the same, such as CERT-In, 
Indian organizations do not feel comfortable in leveraging them, especially when they’re
government run.

3
Organizations with mature security programs should aim towards moving to Threat Hunting. 
It is an advanced security capability that builds upon mature SOC and CERT. It is analyst-
centric and requires people with good understanding of security and creative thinking.
Proper business case should be developed before organizations dive into threat hunting. Any
findings as a result of this exercise should be shared with CERT and other organizations in 
the same industry. This is one way of achieving government and private sector partnership 
on this front.

5
Supply-chain attacks have raised an important question on the accountability of cyber
security in the supply-chain. While each member is individually responsible for security of 
their network, it should also be considered as a collective responsibility of all members of the 
supply-chain. A lapse in security of one member could affect all others in the supply-chain. 
Hence, members should ensure that other participants in the supply-chain are following 
stringent security controls as well.

4 In order to protect themselves from APT attacks, organisations should have a comprehensive 
view of their threat profile, including that of their supply chains. Organisations should fully 
assess the risk posed by their third party relationships, and prompt them to take appropriate 
steps to assure and manage these.

SESSION TAKEAWAYS

Safeguarding your organization against the vicious attempts 
of Cyber intrusion and preparing your response strategy 
were central to the Threat Response track of the Summit. Is-
sues such as analysing the recent potent attacks, containing 
attacks via lateral movement techniques and targeting of 
business applications by zero-days were placed under this 
theme of Threat Response.

THREAT
RESPONSE

TRACK 
SESSIONS

Making Deception Central in Managing Security
… Key strategy to contain sophisticated attacks deploying lateral movement techniques
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1
Deception techniques implement means to divert attackers to rout them towards a lucrative 
way to engage and reveal themselves. The concept of deception is not new and was present 
since ages, even implemented in World War II for military purposes.

2
Deception is required today not just to detect the intruder but to know how far that intrud-
er can go in the infrastructure. Deception technologies are becoming more important in 
a multi-layered process as an alternative to existing tools to improve threat detection and 
response.

3
Traditional honeypots are typically designed for research purposes and are meant to be 
vulnerable systems, so that it can attract hackers. But current deception technologies are 
primarily focused on detecting anomalies within the network and they are not necessarily 
vulnerable. It does not attract hackers to penetrate, it just mimics the actual system. New 
deception techniques are becoming more comprehensive in nature with the help of decoys 
such as decoys for files, email address, domain names, etc.

5
Organizations are adopting deception technologies for strengthening the defence posture 
along with the benefits such as simpler deployment and less operational burden. Deception 
technologies can be useful for any industry vertical and are being adopted by many of them. 
Currently, this adoption pattern is dominated by critical sectors, BFSI being one of them.

4
Deception technologies are being used by organizations for identifying lateral threat
movements inside the network. It helps reducing false positive of indicative threat alerts 
compared to traditional solutions.

SESSION TAKEAWAYS

Zero-days targeting Business Applications
… Malicious actors targeting renowned ERP applications, worry for critical sectors

1
Zero-day vulnerabilities are one of the worst nightmares for every CISO. The threat of an
undisclosed vulnerability in an organization’s ERP system, without a preventative patch
available, is frightening.

2
Indian organizations are evolving in terms of their preparation for zero-day attacks. There 
have been few reported zero-day attacks on an Indian organization but none of them were of 
large scale.

3
Although there haven’t yet been significant zero-day exploits, the threat is growing. The best 
strategy to protect ERP applications from zero day attacks is to implement strong security 
controls around the application. Another step would be to work closely with the vendor to fix 
any identified or reported issues.

5
Today, the application of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence is being explored
extensively to counter cyber-attacks. Organizations like IBM have developed cognitive
systems that are capable of identifying and responding to cyber-attacks without any human 
intervention. It’s still in nascent stage but has a huge potential.

4
The worst mistakes made by organizations in dealing with zero-day attacks is lapse in their 
patching process. Due to large IT infrastructures, it is often not possible to test each and 
every patch before deploying it. This may lead organizations to miss some critical patches for 
common software like Adobe Flash, etc.

SESSION TAKEAWAYS
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Security governance is the means by which one can control 
and direct one’s organisation’s approach to security. When 
done well, security governance will effectively coordinate 
the security activities of your organisation. It enables the 
flow of security information and decisions around your
organisation. The sessions under this track tried contem-
plating the Security framework for Smart cities and also 
tried demystifying Cybercrime strategy for Corporates.

GOVERNANCE &
PREPAREDNESS

TRACK
SESSIONS

Cyber Security framework for Smart Cities
… taking the leap from ideation to implementation

1
Identification of Smart Cities by the Central Government in India, has also raised the
requirement of having secure smart cities with all the necessary controls and measures to 
address social, physical and economical challenges. Though, there has been a decent growth 
in terms of frameworks for smart cities, what lacks is the reasonable consideration of cyber-
security in those.

2 The same could be addressed with cyber security frameworks for smart cities, which can take 
security-by-design into consideration while the smart cities are being actualized.

3
Infra for smart city carries information about the city health, e.g. traffic, security information, 
parking information, along with citizen-centric data. Hence it is vital that the infrastructure 
used for the system be highly secure.

5 Threat to the security of ICT systems and digital information in a smart city should be
detected, analysed and dealt with using threat intelligence services.

4 To ensure cyber security & privacy, safety, reliability and resiliency at an inception stage, a 
‘4P’ ecosystem (Public, Private & People Partnership) would need to be followed.

SESSION TAKEAWAYS

Security Innovation
… How the CISOs are responding?

1
Innovation in the world of Security is driven by multitude of factors. Two noteworthy of them 
being; what will the future Cybersecurity Landscape look like, and what type of solutions are 
needed to address the most Critical Pain Points.

2
CISOs across the industry verticals are exploring and embracing newer cutting-edge
technologies, products and capabilities which are not part of the conventional league but 
rather based on more intuitive concepts like Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Deep 
Learning, etc.

SESSION TAKEAWAYS
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3
A  few innovation trends which are being observed in the domain of Security, include, but are 
not limited to the following:

• Application Security
• Micro segmentation
• Machine Learning

4
Questions such as, where is the next big investment opportunity and why security
breaches are being encountered more often than ever before. Thus, while discussing
Innovation, a critical aspect to deliberate is the funding that needs to go into stimulating and 
fostering creation of more robust and world class products to counter such threats.

It is vital to appreciate the nuances of the emerging technol-
ogies and the associated regulatory and policy ecosystem 
that is getting shaped up. Another critical concept that is 
perhaps the bedrock of Cyber Security domain is that of col-
laboration. The fantastic models of cooperation and collab-
oration that are coming into existence must be understood 
and encouraged appropriately by the policy makers.

POLICY &
COLLABORATION

TRACK
SESSIONS

Security at the Speed of Digitizing Business
… Imperatives of contextual, embedded, engineering focused, intelligence driven & auto-
mated approach

1 The world is digitizing at a tremendous pace. The focus should be to do it in a secure way 
along with the adoption of digitization.

2 The development of policy framework, standards is required to bring trustworthiness in the 
system. Adoption of standards like D-Mark standard is critical from security perspective.

3 Password Management and social engineering are some of the key issues while addressing 
the security of the organization.

4 The interoperability of current technologies with future enables technologies is another point 
of consideration during the adoption of digitization.

5
The importance of private-public partnership (PPP) in developing standards, development of 
market driven solutions, addressing the privacy of users, adaptable security from cyber
security perspective needs to be explored.

6 The transitional shift from reactive security to proactive security along with adoption of
digitization is the need of the hour.

SESSION TAKEAWAYS
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PRESENCE @ AISS 2017
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SECURITY DESIGN THINKING
Exploring the concepts of ‘Design Thinking’ to solve security problems

security by nature is 
COMPLEX

security by nature is 
INTER DEPENDENT

security by nature is 
DIFFICULT FOR USER 

TO COMPREHEND

SIMPLIFIES
the problem statement

COLLABORATION
in Diversion

Design evokes
HUMAN EMPATHY 

and helps them to under-
stand complexities

HOW DESIGN THINKING HELPS?
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Continuing the Cyber Security skill building agenda, DSCI & Sector Skills Council NASSCOM unveiled 
the courseware for the following two important job roles at AISS 2017 :

• Penetration Tester
• Analyst-Endpoint Security

With an eye to reflect on the Cyber Security skill building ecosystem of the country in a comprehensive 
fashion, a skills town hall was also held on the sidelines of AISS 2017.  The participants of the town hall 
represented different stakeholders of the skill building realm which helped bring in perspectives from 
the demand side as well as the supply side.
 
Key points that were raised during the town hall :
 

1. The need for stepping up the efforts to accomplish the vision of having a million skilled, trained 
and industry ready Cyber Security professionals in the country by 2025

2. The initiatives that are currently underway at the level of Ministry of Skills, Industry as well as 
the NASSCOM IT/ITeS Sector Skills Council

3. The pressing requirement of conducting a nation-wide study to estimate the skills requirement, 
the existing workforce and the future requirements of various industry verticals

4. The aspect of creating more women Cyber Security professionals to have a gender diverse 
work force in organizations was discussed at length and global success stories were discussed 
in the skills town hall

Courseware Launch

Skills Town Hall

CYBER SECURITY SKILL BUILDING
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20
CATEGORIES

03
SPECIAL JURY
RECOGNITION AWARDS

220
NOMINATIONS

20
JURY MEMBERS



CHAIR OF JURY

Pramod Bhasin
Founder, Genpact

Chairman, CLIX Capital Services
Chairman, The Skills Academy

Paresh Sukhthankar
Dep. Managing Director, 

HDFC Bank

Bishwanath Ghosh
CIO, Mahindra & 

Mahindra

Nandkumar Saravade
CEO, ReBIT

Harmeen Mehta
Global CIO,
Bharti Airtel

Prakash Kumar
CEO, GSTN

CORPORATE SEGMENT

Banking Sector

HDFC Bank

Critical Information
Infrastructure

Bharti Airtel (telecom)

IT-ITES/BPM
sector (large)

Concentrix

Insurance Sector

SBI Life Insurance

IT-ITES/BPM
sector (MSME)

Broadridge Financial Solution

G2C Sector

Income Tax Department

Enery Sector

Hindustan Petroleum Corp. Ltd.

Best Security Practices in Organization

Industry Leaders
Security Leader

of the Year

Vishal Salvi, Infosys
(IT-ITeS)

Security Leader
of the Year

Bharat Panchal, NPCI
(Digital Payments)

Security Leader
of the Year

Shiv Kumar Pandey, BSE
(Critical Information Infrastructure)

Privacy Leader
of the Year

Sandeep Bansal, Concentrix
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Best Privacy Practices
in IT-ITES / BPM sector

EXL Services

Best Privacy Practices
in User Industry

Bharti Airtel (telecom)

Best Privacy Practices in Organization

Cyber Security Evangelists

Special Jury Recognition Award

Cyber Security
Services

Aujas Networks

Cyber Security
Education

Hindustan Institute of
Technology & Science

Raising Security
Awareness

VISA

Best Security Practices
in Payments Bank

Airtel Payments Bank

Cyber Security Research
by Academic Institute

IISc Bangalore Satish Asnani, BHEL

Emerging Security
Leader
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Security Product
Company of the Year

Smokescreen Technologies

India Cyber Cop
of the year

Mr. K. E. Baiju, Kerala Police

Excellence in capacity
building of Law

Enforcement Agencies

CID, Telangana

PRODUCT SEGMENT

LEA SEGMENT

Winner

Winner

Ashutosh Jain
CISO, AXIS Bank

Vishal Salvi
CISO & SVP, Infosys

Prof. N. Balakrishnan
Dept. of Aerospace Engineering and

Supercomputer Education & Research 
Centre, IISc

Loknath Behera
IPS, DGP,

Kerala Police

Vakul Sharma
Advocate,

Supreme Court of India

Pratap Reddy
IPS, ADGP, CID,

Karnataka State Police
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OUR PROUD SPONSORS
PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER

ASSOCIATE
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OUR AMAZING PARTNERS

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION

EXCELLENCE AWARDS

WORKSHOP

PARTNER

SKILLS

WEBCAST

SEGAMATHON

MEDIA PARTNER

CYBER SECURITY TRAINING

BADGE & LANYARD
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CATEGORY SPONSOR
(SECURITY LEADER OF THE YEAR) ASSOCIATE PARTNER PROCESS PARTNER



EXHIBITORS
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THANK YOU
For being a part of the 12th edition of

ANNUAL INFORMATION SECURITY SUMMIT 2017
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https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/360056/
https://twitter.com/dsci_connect
https://www.facebook.com/dsci.connect
https://www.youtube.com/user/dscivideo
https://www.dsci.in/

